Earthquake Is Essential For The Earth
Think about how life would be if there is no earthquake? Build an imagery of what Earth will look
like. You will probably say that there would be less destruction, loss of lives and earth would be
a safer place to live in. But earthquake is more than what you expect. We are all aware of all the
damages but we never acknowledge what are the advantages. In this essay I want to prove
how essential earthquake is.
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First let us consider that it helps in understanding our Earth. Another point to consider is, it
helps to avoid earth explosion, and lastly is land formation and economic growth. Because the
creation of economy the key is catastrophe. According to experts earthquakes are helpful in
understanding our Earth. How dynamic the process going in the internal and external of our
world. The structure, process to measure how wide our resources and to study how earthquake
affect our society and create different plan to mitigate it. Based on the different information
geologists gain from earthquakes they can find important resources like water aquifers, oil, and
natural gas. It also helps to deposit nutrients and minerals needed for soil. Imagine your body
without a system. Would it work like how it used to be? No right it’s like a world without on
earthquake that serves as a system and engine. This means a creation of economy the key is
catastrophe.
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Not only it helps us to gain knowledge about our planet but also it increases the growth of our
economy because of different land forms. You will not know Mount Fuji, Mount Everest, and
Mount Apo without the unpredictable occurrence of earthquakes. We all know that these
mountains are one of the beautiful catastrophes our earth produce and mostly visited by
different tourists. This increases the economic growth of society, cause by the incredible art that
our planet create. The creation of economy the key is catastrophe. Lastly our earth might
explode without shaking and subduction of the ground. It will be hard for the earth to release
heat inside the core. We cannot call the earth as a habitable planet. Picture yourself not living in
this world what God creates. Indeed in a creation of economy the Key is catastrophe.
In conclusion we need to realize that earthquakes are also essential and beneficial for the earth
and for us as a human being living in this place where unique things and events happen. Taking
every points that are being presented into consideration. How it helps in understanding the
earth, to prevent explosion of the Earth and how it affects the growth of our economy. Realizing
how each one of us would be just dirt and dust if our home planet will be an inhabitable planet.
Unpredictable devastating events like earthquake that occur in the world is like those problems
we experience in our life it is naturally given to us to build ourselves.
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